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About This Game

Fugue in Void is a walking sim where you explore all kinds of mysterious places and dive into a world full of atmosphere. This
simulation focuses on stunning architectural spaces and texture transitions.

The perfect break from all those action packed games out there.

Warning: This game purposely has no saving system. The experience should be done in one walk-through. Take your time.
Close the curtains and use headphones.

Gameplay

The game starts with a 10 minute intro. After the intro you are given control and able to start moving around in the environment.
Take your time in exploring the various spaces and music.
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Detective Grimoire is probably the closest you can get to an Ace Attorney style game on the PC (and if I'm wrong, please tell
me cause I want to buy more AA style games). Made by a couple dudes who graduated from the Newgrounds school of flash
games, DG has quirky characters, good voice acting and a GREAT soundtrack. The story is pretty simple, almost a Scooby Doo
story. The owner of a theme park in the middle of a swamp has been murdered and people think it's the work of a swamp
monster. Enter you as the titular detective, going around finding clues, questioning suspects and breaking psych-lo....err
completing character challenges. The only complain I have is that the game is quite easy. It's also only around 2-3 hours long but
since the game's MSRP is 7$, it's not really a problem.

TL;DR Ace Attorney on Steam.. I want to love this game, there is so much potential. Its let down by an appaling interface. You
cant pause without giving an order... Whats wrong with the spacebar to pause??? it works for every other game like this. Also
why use radial menus? they are for console games. PC games use the mouse and keyboard. List the squad members across the
bottom of the screen and place the order buttons for each one above their picture, that way you can see their status and what
they have avaibable easily. Every time i play this my squad gets whiped out because i deliver an order to charge forward out of
cover by accident. Anything more complex than move and shoot is too complex in the heat of battle... which defeats the point of
this game.. 60gb of pure nonsense.. *_* S.E.A.L.E.D FASHIONISTAS CLUB *_*. I was really looking forward to trying this
out, but the game is broken for me, i can't fire the gun and enemies do no damage, leaving me unable to even progress pass
sector 2.

Edit: I have no idea what changed but after going back and trying it again it seems to be working as intended, and has been quite
enjoyable so far.. Decent attempt.

Main recommendation... Playtest again and again and again.

GOOD

- Atmosphere
- Sound Effects

BAD

- Everything else.

Keep trying ;)
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Wish we got Citro\u00ebn C2 Rally.
But this car is def not bad, sounds great and feels really good to drive.

Definitely ranks among my favorties in this game.. An unsettling buzz, a breaking of sunset through the fuzzy scanlines
pulsating through the glow of the screen. Right away the title screen for Rooftop Cops is of a metaphysical order and not a
concept we can grasp with our own hands. It's a world and a mental state that exists in already crowded and chaotic headspaces,
but it is also oddly calming.

Yes, Rooftop Cop is as strange as it sounds, a collection of 5 seemingly unrelated scenarios with different metaphorical
consequences accompanied by some incredible soundscapes and ambient shiftings echoing through your ears and exiting
through your soul. The games are confusing, they are slow-burning in progression but that only lends itself to the incredibly
strange and disjointed narrative presented. It's not something you play for "fun", but as a meditative space for thought.

If you don't like games that cause you to think or contemplate, avoid this. If you prefer having your hand held and all of your
thoughts served to you on a silver platter then by all means go play one of the thousands of generic action games already on
Steam, but if you're willing to dedicate your headspace to a different train of thought, to a form of art with a bit more meaning
than just 'video games' then this is one surreal trip worth taking. Close-minded people need not apply.. I can without a doubt say
that this game is not worth buying. Not at it's current price, or any price. The game sells itself as a visual with an Alchemy
crafting system, to help tell the story and to fill the space between the visual novel sections. However, what the game is in reality
is 95% Alchemy and 5% visual novel. That's way to much filler if you ask me.

But thats not the end of it. The Alchemy system is a barebones as it can be, with the player simply choosing a recipe, selecting
what items to use and then crafting the item, only to then sell whatever item they have made for money. That's it. The only
reason the 'Alchemy' mechanic is in the game is to serve as filler to make the game seem longer than it is. It's not fleshed out, or
interesting. It's purely there to make the game seem longer so that the developers can justify a higher price.

The visual novel side of things is also terrrible. The characters are bland. The interactions are lifeless. And the player made
choices are so... bizare in how they affect the characters (Which they dont really do.) The game tries to sell the player an
'alignment' system to make the visual novel side of things more interesting. But again, similar to the Alchemy system, is purely
there the pad out the game. It doesn't make the characters more interesting. It doesn't make the choices anymore meaningful. It
is again, a mechanic that was only added to help justify a larger price tag. The developers care so little about this game that they
didn't even add a proper ending. The game just... ends. No credits, no nothing. Not even an epilogue for the character you chose
to romance. It's just a cash grab and you're not missing out on anything by avoiding it. In fact, you're better off if that's what you
choose to do.. I'd be more inclined to call this game a nightmare race.. If you are one of the few people who saw the DLC roster
and realized they only wanted to play as Sub-Zero then read on.

Gameplay-wise, nearly all his moves and abilities are copied straight from Mortal Kombat X, specifically from his cryomancer
variation in that game. Basically, if you know how to play as him there you're pretty much set.

Appearance-wise, he has recolors based on other Mortal Kombat characters (namely Reptile, Rain, Cyrax, Sektor, and Noob
Saibot) and a few gear options that resemble his classic ninja look more.

$6.00 feels a tad overpriced for a single character, but I know all too well WB Games won't rest until they get all the money in
the universe, and I'm a sucker for Sub-Zero so I caved in.. This game seems interesting but the game mechanics and controls are
a bit finecky. You have to have A LOT of patience to finish this game.. After 100+ hours in this game, i can safely say this $3
game is really \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in good. Easy to understand and hard to master. And with my favorite level being a
community level, there's an endless amount of content for you to chew through. Highly recommend.. Gameplay: 7\/10
Graphics: 6\/10
Sound: 7\/10
Story: 9\/10
Replay\/Value: 6\/10

Overall: 7\/10
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